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Series introduction
This Briefing Note is part of the series “Experiencing + Architecting Information”. The series provides
intermediate solutions designers with polished and practical insights into designing information rich
systems.
It draws upon insights from information architecture and user centered design. As such, it will be useful
to front end designers who need to know more about information, and information architects and
analysts who need to know more about users.
The series is introduced in the Briefing Note entitled “Experiencing + Architecting Information”, where
we detail the approach and coverage. It might help to read this first. The remaining briefing notes drill
more deeply into each topic, and for the most part can be read in any order.
We sincerely hope this series will help you gain in skill and confidence in our wonderful profession.
Martin Stares
The Information Artichoke
June 2015
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Introduction
Information analysis is the task of looking at a set of user-facing information (“the user view”) and
identifying the information components that it contains (“the architect view”).
You will perform this task in many situations.




You need to move a set of flat HTML pages into a web content management system;
information analysis will help you understand the content types and templates that will be
needed
You publish a large body of content which contains much repetition and duplication;
information analysis will help you identify opportunities for decreasing the content creation
effort, improving consistency, and increasing the reuse potential of the content
You are moving a large number of documents from set of file folders into a document
management system such as SharePoint; information analysis will help you define the set of
content types and libraries that are needed.

Abstracting from these examples, we see the common theme of identifying structure so that
information can be created, shared, managed and reused in better ways.
Our Approach
Often we can eyeball user-facing information and get some idea of the underlying information structure.
In this Briefing Note, we provide a more systematic, repeatable, and reusable approach that will take
your information analysis to another level. At its core is a set of discovery techniques, exploiting the
following concepts.








Repetition
Clustering
Sources
Patterns of Change
Containers and Grouping
Attributes vs. Components
Extensibility.

We will illustrate these through several examples. Sometimes multiple techniques can be used on a
given piece of user-facing information. They usually give the same answer (!) but have nuances that
may make one easier to apply in a given situation.
The techniques can be applied to user-facing content of any size. For large bodies of content, there will
be multiple levels of structure; you should continue to use these techniques until no further
decomposition is possible. The next section will show a simple example of continued application of
techniques.
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Initial Analysis
To get a taste for the analysis process and its deliverables, let’s take a look at a web page (Our Offices)
which shows a consulting group’s offices.
Our Offices

Calgary

Edmonton

1016 Edmonton Trail NE
Calgary, AB
Phone: (403) xxx-xxxx
Fax: (403) xxx-xxxx
Email: calgary@ourco.com

1016 Calgary Trail
Edmonton, AB
Phone: (403) xxx-xxxx
Fax: (403) xxx-xxxx
Email: edmonton@ourco.com

Manager:
Fred Bloggs, VP Alberta
fbloggs@ourco.com

Manager:
Fred Bloggs, VP Alberta
fbloggs@ourco.com

Winnipeg

Minneapolis

73 Red River Road
Winnipeg, MB

3175 Washington Drive
Minneapolis, MN

Phone: (204) xxx-xxxx
Fax: (204) xxx-xxxx
Email: winnipeg@ourco.com

Phone: (612) xxx-xxxx
Fax: (612) xxx-xxxx
Email: minneapolis@ourco.com

Manager:
Jane Scorr
jscorr@ourco.com

Manager:
Pat Rogers , Security Practice Lead
progers@ourco.com

hello

Figure 1: User-facing representation of offices

The user view shows a set of offices all having the same structure. This structure gets reflected in a
corresponding information component in the architect view.

Figure 2: Information component for Office

As mentioned, the information analysis process is iterative, so we continue to look for (and will find)
further structure.
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Using the Clustering technique
Often, some pieces of information will seem more closely related than others and this may indicate the
presence of separate information components [this is the Clustering technique].
In Our Offices, there are two sets of information that seem to cluster:



Information about the manager: {Manager name, Manager title, Manager email}
Ways to contact the office: {Phone, Fax, Email}

These will both become information components, but one is concrete, the other is abstract.
Information about the manager – a concrete component
The manager name, title, and email attributes are related because they refer to a distinct entity in the
real world, namely the manager. In architect-language, we say they are attributes of a new information
component called Manager.
This seems plausible. In the real world, the office and manager are completely different types of thing,
with independent existence. The discovery techniques presented in this Briefing Note will confirm this.
Specifically, the Patterns of Change technique will reveal.
“The manager might change many times over the life of the office. When the manager changes,
typically the name, title and email all change together”.
This tells us that we need a separate information component called Manager.

Figure 3: Information component for Manager

Identifying this type of grouping is comparatively straightforward, especially if, as in this case, there are
strong clues in the user-view (the heading ‘Manager’) and attribute names. It is largely an act of
recognition.
Naming the component and its attributes are easy. By the way, we have simplified the attribute names
from Manager Email to Email. Even though we have an attribute called Email in both Office and
Manager components, this does not cause a problem. When speaking, we distinguish by saying “Office
Email” or “Manager Email”. In technical documentation, we use the notation “Component:Attribute”,
for example “Office:Email” or “Manager:Email”.
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How we contact the office – an abstract component
The Phone, Fax, and Email are related because they are all ways of contacting the office. In architectlanguage, we say that they seem to be different instances of a new component which we might call
Contact Method.
The Extensibility technique will support this.
“In future, we may want to add other contact methods such as Skype and social media; fax
might disappear at some point”.
This tells us that we need a separate information component called, say, Contact Method.

Figure 4: Information component for Contact Method

Identifying this type of grouping is harder than grouping information about the manager. It is an
abstraction, a way of pulling together disparate things because doing so might provide better ways to
create, share, manage or reuse that information. In this case, for example, we could think about letting
the user call a number or initiate a Skype call from their user interface.
Naming the component and its attributes is harder too. The name Contact Method wasn’t too bad, but
the attribute names were harder and not completely transparent. Fortunately, this is not a problem for
the end user, as these names do not need to appear in their interfaces.
Address Information – not a separate component
The information {Street address … Country} naturally clusters together and is experienced as a
breakdown of something we call the address.
We would not split address out as a separate information component. It is a core part of the definition
of office.
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Depending on the situation, we might want to document the Office component showing all the address
attributes, or summarize them into a composite called Address.

Figure 5: Collapsed and expanded versions of Office

In the collapsed view, we use the notation “[+]” to indicate that the Address has a structure of its own.
Final Analysis
The following diagram shows the result of applying all the considerations.

Figure 6: Decomposition of Office

With this in hand, you can revisit the user-facing artefact and view it with architect’s eyes.
Office:Name
Office:Address
ContactMethod:Parameter
ContactMethod:Method
Manager:Name

Manager:Title
Manager:Email

Figure 7: Relating user and architect views
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This is the final goal of information analysis, to be able to look at a user-facing artefact, identify the
underlying information components, and understand the origin of all the UI elements.
Sometimes there are elements left over, and this indicates gaps in the analysis. For example, looking
back at the Our Offices page shows a map of North America without a home in the information model as
it stands. We will find a place for this when we work through the set of analysis techniques.
Why bother?
The average end user has no idea about the underlying information model; neither do many visual
designers.
From a development point of view, the given Our Offices page could be implemented as a flat HTML
page, be built from a flat Office information component, of built from the {Office, Manager, Contact
Method} information model.
It is more work to implement the richer version with three components, and often there is pressure to
implement the simpler version, as the user cannot tell the difference.
The information model lets you suggest improvements that might justify the richer version.




We can consider UI alternatives such as progressive reveal for mobile devices
We can easily add more contact methods (e.g. Skype) without changing the implementation of
Office
We can consider enhancements: for example, we might want to add more than one contact
person.

The analysis techniques that follow will help you with this type of exploration.
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Technique: Look for Repeating Elements
Repeated elements are usually information components, so looking for repeating elements is an easy
starting point for information analysis.
Approach
Review user facing content for elements that are structurally the same. These may be information
components.
Try to provide a name or meaning for the component. If this is difficult, it may suggest that there is not
an information component, or there are more than one.
Examples
In web pages, look for







Structured tables (the Office example)
Image or media galleries (Team Members, Logos)
Directories (Staff, Locations)
Catalogues (Products)
Transactions (Payments, Trouble Tickets, Travel)
Calendars (Statutory Holidays, Webinar Schedule).

In web sites, look for



Pages with the same structure (News, Press Releases)
Site areas with the same structure (Project,
Department).

In sets of documents, in addition to the above, look for


Content with the same structure that changes
periodically (Monthly Financial Statements, Meeting
Minutes)

Figure 8: Example of repeating elements

Note that in all of these cases, it was easy to provide a name.
Notes
Repetition doesn’t always yield a solid information component. For example, tables sometimes have
very little commonality in meaning across rows or columns, but is a presentation choice for displaying
information. You know you are forcing the issue if the name you choose is very generic, such as Factor
or Consideration.
Similarly, curated selections from a large body of content don’t always imply an underlying information
component. For example, many intranets have a page called Forms and another called New Employee
Resources; there may be little or no structural commonality in the contents of these pages (see the
technique Containers).
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Technique: Look for Clusters of Related Elements
Information that “naturally” belongs together might become an information component. Or it might
not.
Approach
This approach was demonstrated in the analysis of Our Offices earlier in this Briefing Note.
Review user-facing content for elements that cluster together. For complex structures, write the names
of each element on a card and do a card-sorting exercise.
Try to provide a name or meaning for the component. If this is difficult, it may suggest that there is not
an information component, or there are more than one.
Be on the lookout for different types of clustering:




Items that are attributes of something concrete (Manager in the Office example)
Items that are instances of something abstract (Contact Method in the Office example)
Items that are related but do not form a different component (Address Details in the Office
example).

Figure 9: Example of different types of clustering

Examples
Items that are attributes of something concrete:




On an eTicket, the flight details, passenger details, and Terms and Conditions are separate types
of information
On a web page describing the Colosseum, the description of the artefact and the available tours
are separate types of information
On a food site recipe, the recipe and its contributing chef are different types of information.
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Items that are instances of something abstract:




On a food site, all Yorkshire Pudding recipes are instances of the Yorkshire Pudding dish
On an online bookstore, all editions and formats of Dan Brown’s “Inferno” are instances of the
Dan Brown Inferno title
On a banking site, “ATM”, “Branch Banking”, “Financial Planning” are services.

Notes
Clustering is an informal exercise. The results of clustering can be validated by other techniques.
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Technique: Look for Different Information Sources
User-facing information that is pulled in from different sources corresponds to a distinct information
component.
Approach
Look for sets of user-facing information that have a distinct origin. These sets will probably be
information components, or may themselves be made up of more than one information component
based on further analysis.

Figure 10: Example of different information sources

Examples
Some examples are:






Portals and dashboards
The intranet landing page shown above has content coming from two internal contributors and
two external sources:
o note that even though Corporate Communications might have done the actual posting
of the President’s blog, they are acting as proxy for the president, who is a distinct
contributor
External information, for example RSS or other feeds, stock tickers, internet time, weather,
news, social media feeds.
An annual report document might have sections entitled corporate summary, project
information and financial information, coming from different contributing roles.
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Technique: Patterns of Change
The pieces of information in a user-facing artefact might change with different timings. Different
patterns of change are a strong indication that different information components are present.
Approach
Discover or imagine how different pieces of user-facing content change over time. These changes can
be regular, as in the production of monthly reports, or occasional, when triggered by a business event
such as an organizational change.
Looking at the information for an office, we see that parts of it change at different rates over the normal
course of business.

Figure 11: Example of different patterns of change

The office location and contact methods change fairly slowly, whereas the manager might change
several times over the life of the office. This supports factoring out Manager as an information
component.
Examples
Some other examples are:





Static corporate information (corporate history) vs. periodic reporting (status reports, financial
statements)
A celebrity and their current partner
A restaurant’s static web pages and its seasonal menus
A department’s web pages describing the team and upcoming events.

Notes
Sometimes we are surprised by an item with a different pattern of change which causes us to rethink
our information model. For example, the price of a book can change quickly, at the seller’s discretion,
which means that price is not an attribute of a book.
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Technique: Look for Containers and Groupings
User-facing content is often packaged into useful groupings. Sometimes the grouping corresponds to an
existing real world structure (a certain set of soccer players is called a team). Other times, the grouping
is our construct (Editor's MVPs).
These groupings often have their own attributes, which entitles them to be considered as their own
information component. For example, a team component might have general statements about the
team, recognition, etc.
Grouping components add structure to a large site by providing landing pages.
Approach
There are four main ways in which content gets grouped.


Simple container
o The package is just a container for a set of similar items
o For example, Our Offices is a container for all of our offices

Figure 12: Container for our offices

o
o



Naming is usually trivial, “Our Offices”, “Your Accounts”
The structure of the container component is often simple; for example the description
for “Our Offices” might be something like “With offices across the country, we are well
positioned to serve you wherever you are located”
o Simple containers like this are a powerful structural element, and show up as landing
pages in larger web sites.
Container has real world counterpart
o The container corresponds to a real-world entity
o The grouping has a well-understood name. For example, the container for the set of
states {Alabama … Wyoming} is called the “United States of America”
o There is a well-understood organizing principle; for example, the USA is made up of
{Alabama … Wyoming}, or {Alabama … Wyoming} make up the USA)
o The information component for the container can utilize any of the pre-existing
information about the real world counterpart.
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Curated content
o The basis for organizing is to provide a service to the user (e.g. My Favourite Hiking
States in the USA)
o Somebody has made the choice of what content to include
o A name has to be invented (“Martin’s Favourite Hiking Picks”)
o The information component often contains information about who is doing the curating
(“Martin is an avid hiker …”) and the basis for selection (“These States were chosen for
their striking beauty, abundance of wildlife …”).
Rules based filtering
o The basis for organizing is some rule (e.g. the Ten Wettest States in the USA)
o The rule may or may not need explanation
o The name seems explanatory but may hide complexities.

Examples
Real world counterpart




Soccer Players are packaged into a Team; the Team has a stadium, manager, history distinct
from the players
Board Members make up the Board; the Board might have a mandate, a description of breadth
and depth, etc.
African countries make up Africa; a page for Africa could provide a map, geographical overviews,
etc., with a corresponding information component

Curated content





Manager’s Picks in a wine store or book store; the selection criteria could be spelled out in the
Manager’s Pick information component and corresponding page.
A New Employee page in an Intranet; this links to all intranet resources that might help a new
employee get oriented. Note that this page might not have many attributes, at minimum a title
and perhaps a welcome message. Note too that the resources that appear on this page may be
of completely different types, for example policies, forms, events, contacts, etc.
Top News Stories in an intranet; the corporate communications group selects the most
newsworthy (in its opinion) items from the current news items.

Rules based filtering



In an online bookstore, titles that other readers also purchased
Most viewed Netflix movies.
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Technique: Attributes vs. Components
Sometimes, an attribute can be promoted into a fully-fledged information component if we want to say
more about it. The basis for doing this is value to the intended user.
Approach
Look at the discrete elements in the user interface and consider where we might want to say more. This
is a good future-proofing exercise to ensure we do not over simplify our design.

Figure 13: Example of attribute promoted to component

Because we want to talk about a city’s tax regime, for example to attract new business, we promote the
city attribute to an information component. Likewise, we may want to include an image of the city’s
skyline to provide strong information scent.
On the other hand, the email address of the office is not something we would usually want to say more
about so it remains an attribute.
Examples
Here are some other examples:



The author attribute of a book gets promoted to an Author information component, with a bio
and picture as well as name
The client attribute of a project gets expanded to a Client information component, containing
information about the client’s industry, size, geographies and logo.
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Technique: Look for Extensibility
Sometimes it makes sense to extend a piece of content to multiple similar pieces. The repeating
element becomes a new information component.
Approach
Look for cases where a piece of content could be extended to multiple similar pieces. If this is the case,
the piece of content becomes an information component with multiple instances.

Figure 14: Example of extending a content piece

Note that the name Manager has been genericized to Key Contacts. Usually you will need to provide
additional attributes to distinguish between the multiple instances. In this case, the person’s role serves
to distinguish them.
Examples
Here are some examples:




A single phone number expands to multiple contact methods
A nationality attribute for a person is expanded to allow multiple nationalities or track a
person’s nationality over time.
A single address for a person expands to multiple addresses, distinguished by Shipping Address,
Billing Address.
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What’s next?
This material has introduced the concept of information analysis and given many techniques and
illustrations of how to take user-facing artefacts and identify the underlying information structure.
Most of this material is original. The literature on web content management and enterprise content
management talks about content audits and content types, which have similar goals.
As part of the “Experiencing + Architecting Information” series, this Briefing Note “Information Analysis”
has many touchpoints to other documents in the series.




Scoping – how to generate informal information models when there is not existing solution
Information Modelling – shows the mechanics of information modelling, including the
relationships between components
Innovation – shows how to generate new possibilities for adding value to users.

Good designing!
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